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Introduction

In an effort to protect the health and safety of inmates and the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) personnel in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, Attorney General William Barr issued a memo [14] on March 26, 2020, listing a set of discretionary factors that should be considered when determining which inmates should be transferred from federal prison to home confinement.

Since the release of the memo, BOP has placed 1576 inmates on home confinement [7], and case management staff are actively reviewing all inmates to identify those who meet the criteria established by the memo. These criteria include the inmate's score under a criminal risk assessment tool called “PATTERN.” Inmates scoring anything above “minimum,” the lowest level of risk, are not to be prioritized for home confinement.

However, PATTERN was not developed with the intent of informing anything akin to COVID-era decisions, nor was it validated on data that reflects the present social and economic landscape. Furthermore, due to both demographic differences between the Black and White federal inmate populations and racial bias in the data used to develop, validate, and score the tool, the proposed use of PATTERN is likely to contribute to significant unjustified racial disparities among the inmates placed in home confinement. This risks making federal prisons yet another place where we see higher infection rates and death rates among Black people.1

Issues surrounding the validity, bias, and governance of criminal risk assessment tools have been a significant concern of the Partnership on AI (PAI). Last May, PAI released a report documenting ten minimum requirements for the responsible deployment of risk assessment tools based on the research and expertise of our community, including researchers, civil society organizations, and AI industry practitioners. The finding of the report was that no current tool meets all ten of these requirements, which encompassed concerns around the potential for such tools to perpetuate systemic biases, the lack of transparency surrounding the tools’ development, and the lack of governance structures ensuring accountability to communities affected by their deployment.

The current report is part of a recently launched research project focussed on more closely examining questions of racial bias in the arrest data used to develop, validate, and assess risk assessment tools. We begin by providing an overview of PATTERN, its intended use, and inmate risk factors that may preclude receiving a minimum score. We then take a deep dive into reasons why the inclusion of data on criminal justice involvement for low-level offenses as risk factors and targets of the model’s prediction may drive significant unjustified racial disparities in PATTERN’s risk classifications. Lastly, we discuss why using the output of PATTERN or any other criminal risk assessment tool to make release decisions during the time of COVID is fundamentally unsound.

---

1 As of April 12, 2020, of the over 140,000 federal inmates in BOP custody, 352 have tested positive for COVID-19 and 10 have died.
What is PATTERN and what is its intended use?

In July 2019, the DOJ released a detailed report describing their work on developing, validating and implementing a criminal risk and needs assessment system for use among the federal prison population [27]. This system, which they call PATTERN (Prisoner Assessment Tool Targeting Estimated Risk and Needs), was developed to help meet the goals of the First Step Act (FSA). As described on the BOP website, PATTERN “provides guidance on the type, amount, and intensity of recidivism reduction programming and productive activities to which each prisoner is assigned, including information on which programs prisoners should participate in based on their criminogenic needs. The system also provides guidance on how to group, to the extent practicable, prisoners with similar risk levels together in recidivism reduction programming and housing assignments” [7]. We note that PATTERN was not developed to specifically assess recidivism risk during home confinement for inmates transferred from BOP facilities earlier in their sentences.

PATTERN consists of two different models, one which predicts the risk of any re-arrest within 3 years of release from prison, and another which specifically focuses on re-arrest for a violent offense [27]. Both types of assessment have the same four-level risk scale: minimum, low, medium, and high. Although the models share a common set of input factors, their weighting is different. Consequently, an inmate may receive two different scores and risk classifications. The final classification of risk is taken to be the maximum of the two scales.

Following a public commentary period, BOP made a number of revisions to PATTERN, incorporating additional “dynamic” factors such as participation in mental health treatment programs, and removing elements viewed as likely to drive disparate outcomes in risk classifications, such as the age of first arrest/conviction, and whether the prisoner voluntarily surrendered [28]. While some of these modifications were due in part to concerns over disparities in risk stratification across groups, the report on the revised tool provides no insight into whether the changes served to decrease disparities. In the initial version of PATTERN, just 7% of African American males received a “minimum” risk classification, compared to 30% of White males [27].
Why might someone receive a non-minimum score?

While we don’t have access to data that would allow us to probe this question directly, we can gain some understanding by looking at how PATTERN is scored and at aggregate statistics about the federal inmate population. This analysis also provides insight into why PATTERN is likely to classify White people as minimum risk at higher rates than African Americans.

Age and criminal history are the most heavily weighed factors in PATTERN score calculation. While the revised version of PATTERN in principle allows even young inmates with poor criminal histories to move to lower risk categories through extensive participation in programs and clean prison records, those initial static factors may be difficult to overcome in practice.2 For one, it is virtually impossible for a male inmate below the age of 30 to receive a minimum risk classification in PATTERN.3 This means that, solely because of age, almost 20% of the current BOP population is not being prioritized under the memorandum [7], even in cases where inmates may have an increased risk of severe COVID-19 complications due to a history of diabetes, lung disease, or other clinical risk factors.

The matter is further complicated by criminal history. If a male inmate also has past convictions, he would be unlikely to receive a minimum risk classification unless he is over the age of 40. The majority of inmates have convictions for prior offenses and three fifths are incarcerated for drug or weapons offenses [7].

Age and criminal history are two major contributors to the racial disparities observed in the risk stratifications produced by PATTERN. Black inmates, who currently form more than one third of the BOP population [7], are on average4 younger than their White counterparts [4]. They also tend to be incarcerated for different types of crimes. African American inmates are more likely to have been charged with drug offenses [17], which are crimes that, as we will discuss in greater detail, are more subject to biased enforcement.

---

2 Although the risk level can be decreased through participation in programs, dynamic factors do not effectively counterbalance age due to their reduced weight. In addition, inmates early in their sentences may not yet have had access to these programs. Among inmates that served one year or more in prisons, two fifths of them do not complete more than one program [28].

3 The scoring system of PATTERN is presented in [28]. A male aged 18-25 would score 35 on the PATTERN risk for re-arrest. Even if they completed the maximum number of programs, participated in work programming, had no necessary drug treatment, and had an high school degree, the final score would be 35-23=12. For a male aged 26-30, the weight relative to age would be 28. Only defendants whose score is lower than 10 are considered at minimum risk.

4 This refers to the aggregate population of inmates including both state and federal prisons.
Why PATTERN may amplify racial disparities

Racial bias in criminal history and re-arrest data

There are two interrelated sources of bias that are of concern in criminal risk assessment. The first is bias in the inputs, such as criminal history information, used to produce scores. The other is bias in the outcome that the tool is developed to predict. Like many other tools, PATTERN has been trained and validated on re-arrest data. This means that, to the extent that the tool is validated, it tells us how predictive the tool is of re-arrest, not of new criminal activity. Arrests coincide with offending only to the extent to which offenses result in the apprehension of the offender. Yet only a small fraction of all offenses is known to the police [16] and an even smaller fraction is cleared by arrest [5].

The uncertainty arising from measurement bias in the data should be taken into account in the evaluation of risk assessment tools, particularly when those tools result in disparate risk stratifications. As part of our work, we have developed methods for assessing the predictive bias properties of risk assessment tools as predictors of re-offense that account for uncertainty and racial disparities in the likelihood of arrest for crimes committed [8]. Our analysis of two risk assessment tools shows that even small racial disparities in the likelihood of arrest may be sufficient to ensure that an instrument that is a racially equitable predictor of re-arrest is a racially biased predictor of re-offending.

In addition, over the past few months, we have undertaken an extensive review of the literature and conducted in-depth analysis of nationwide data on arrests, crime reporting, and victimization to better understand racial disparities in the likelihood of arrest. We have found that factors such as whether and how police are informed of the incident, cooperation of victims and offenders, availability of resources, and the willingness and discretion of the police all affect the likelihood that an offender will be apprehended. Race plays a key role in shaping the relationship between these factors.

Problems with the inclusion of data on low-level offenses

Empirical evidence suggests that the overrepresentation of Black offenders is highest in the case of arrests for lower-level crimes. A large majority of such apprehensions is the result of proactive policing strategies where considerable discretion is afforded to police officers. In some proactive policing strategies such as stop-and-frisk [9,10,19] or traffic stops [20,24], Black people have been found to be disproportionately targeted by police. Black people have also been shown to be substantially more likely than White people to be stopped and arrested for drug offenses [2,3,15,18]. According to one hypothesis [26], differences in the nature of the offending (e.g. location [21]) may make Black people an easier target for the police. Consistent with this hypothesis, our analysis on official crime data has shown that Black offenders are more likely than White people to be apprehended outside of their residence and with drugs such as crack cocaine or marijuana.
The nature of violent crimes is different. These offenses are typically reported to the police either by victims or third parties rather than being witnessed by police directly. This greatly reduces the level of discretion police have in their response to the criminal activity. Comparisons of victimization and official incident reporting data have found little discrepancy between the fraction of Black people in reported offenders and arrestees [1,23,25]. Studies on official data have also found that Black offenders may be equally or less likely than White people to be apprehended for certain types of crimes [6], suggesting that arrest data for violent crimes may exhibit less bias.\(^5\) Our initial analysis of recent victimization and official data largely agrees with these conclusions.

Of course, all of this empirical analysis speaks to patterns in offending and enforcement in the pre-COVID era. As will be discussed below, tools validated on pre-COVID data fail to capture the unique dynamics of the COVID era.

The initial version of PATTERN tool produced highly racially disparate risk stratifications, in part due to its reliance on racially biased data of low-level offenses, and we expect similar disparities to persist for the revised tool. Relying on PATTERN in making release decisions thus risks making federal prisons yet another place where we see higher infection rates and death rates among Black people.

\(^5\) This is not to say that arrest data for violent crimes is unbiased. There have been numerous reports on the issue of racially-biased wrongful arrests and convictions for violent crimes. [13] Moreover, there are many limitations with official criminal justice data sources, including notable cases of data manipulation by police departments [22].
In developing, deploying, and implementing PATTERN, the BOP laid out four principles of best practice [27]. The first two among them is that the tool should be developed using an appropriate inmate population, and validated on an appropriate inmate population. This is why, for instance, BOP considered only federal inmates throughout their analysis. Yet these principles are also a reason why using PATTERN to guide decisions in the time of COVID is an unsound, potentially perilous, way forward: PATTERN was neither developed nor validated on an inmate population during the COVID crisis. Fundamentally, it was not developed to assess in any meaningful way the public safety risk that transferring an inmate to home confinement might present.

While the tool may turn out to have utility in serving its intended purpose of guiding recidivism risk reduction programming for inmates in BOP custody during standard operations, this is not the type of decisions case management staff are tasked with making today. In times of crisis there is an understandable desire to repurpose existing tools, be they pharmaceuticals or risk models, in confronting the challenges of the day. But not all tools are fit for purpose. The experts, practitioners, policy makers and other stakeholders engaged in the process of developing PATTERN were not asked to weigh in on a tool that would be used in making potentially life-or-death transfer decisions. Had this been the question put to the group, the resulting tool would likely look very different.

The question now is no longer one of which strategy best reflects the correctional goals of retribution, incapacitation, deterrence and rehabilitation. No initial sentence imposed prior to the US outbreak of the COVID pandemic considered the risk of infection and death among federal inmates. And no reasonable release strategy should prioritize extrapolated assessments of risk for largely low-crimes over considerations of the health and safety of vulnerable individuals.
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